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In the past years, many solutions for virtualizing desktops and applications have been
proposed. Unfortunately, given their significant resource requirements, their limited

portability, and the achieved performances in terms of interactivity and usability, they
did not prove to be capable of effectively replacing traditional local desktops. Recently,
Web Operating Systems (Web OSs) started to be developed as an alternative approach
for the creation of personal desktop environments, where newly designed applications

created by leveraging on Web technologies can be accessed by end-users in a unified
and seamless way. In this paper, a software architecture designed to further enhance
the attractiveness of such environments by allowing existing desktop applications to be
migrated into Web OS frameworks without any modification is presented. An automatic

tool exploits image processing techniques to analyze the Graphics User Interface (GUI) of
a remotely running application and to produce a detailed description for it, by recording
its visual appearance and dynamic behavior. Then, this description is reloaded by a

Web OS module that exploits remote computing techniques to provide the user with
a local-like interaction with the virtualized application running on a remote machine.
Thanks to the achieved separation between application logic and interface, the designed
approach makes it possible to recreate virtual copies of original applications tailored

to user device’s characteristics, and it is additionally capable of providing significant
improvements in terms of bandwidth usage and interactivity degree. Thus, without any
re-coding, the original Web OS environment can be effectively enriched by letting the
users run possibly customized copies of the same applications their are used to work with

on a traditional desktop.

Keywords: Web OS virtualization, distributed and remote computing, web applications,
user interfaces, software reusability
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1 Introduction

In the early stages of the computer age, the global scenario was characterized by a func-

tional model in which monolithic mainframes were accessed by a number of users physically
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located within the same facility to execute multiple computing tasks in a sequential way.

When networking began to be developed, this centralized approach started switching to a

novel paradigm, in which specialized text terminals (or “thin” terminals), endowed with sim-

ple data entry and display capabilities, were used for allowing multiple users to share the

processing power of a remote server machine [1, 2]. With the introduction of Graphics User

Interfaces (GUIs) and of window-based operating systems, this scenario changed again, and

text terminals progressively evolved into “rich” (or “thick”) terminals capable of delivering to

the user a more attractive visual experience. Graphics desktops started to be developed, al-

lowing users to locally run a large set of complex applications by mostly exploiting client-side

processing capabilities, thus achieving a much more responsive interaction [3].

However, in more recent years, the widespread diffusion of Internet technologies brought

back the interest to the thin client-server model, which is today often associated with the

cloud computing paradigm. In this evolved scenario, some desktop applications can be char-

acterized by a local GUI that interacts with a server-side logic running “in the cloud” for

carrying out its processing tasks [4, 5]. The extremization of this paradigm resulted in the

definition of a virtualization model in which the whole desktop can be possibly replaced by a

virtual environment controlled by remote: in this case, the client only acts as a presentation

device, being in charge of handling user interaction and of displaying processing results as a

flow of screen updates generated on a server machine [6, 7, 8]. In the last decade, many solu-

tions and frameworks for virtualizing complete computer desktops and/or their applications

were developed, like the X Window system [9], the Virtual Network Computing paradigm

[10], and the Remote Desktop technology [11]. The reasons motivating the research efforts

in this field were manifold: on the one hand, virtualization could allow to reduce the cost of

hardware required on local clients, since heavy computing operations could be executed on

high-end server machines. On the other hand, resource usage could be optimized, controlled,

and balanced in a more efficient way. Moreover, software centralization could result in a

simplification of maintenance and administration procedures. In fact, application logic could

be upgraded in a transparent way without any modification to software installed on client

machines. Furthermore, data could be secured in a more efficient way, by adopting centralized

malware protection, anti-theft, redundancy, and backup techniques. Finally, virtualized desk-

tops could be accessed by multiple locations, thus allowing users to work into a true nomadic

scenario where they could have seamless and continuous access to their own applications and

related data [12].

Despite the benefits that could be introduced by the adoption of such virtualization ap-

proach, existing implementations did not prove to be capable of behaving as ultimate remote

desktop solutions. Thus, these virtualization techniques have been mainly exploited as a mean

for occasionally controlling remote environments and applications. In fact, modern users are

accustomed to having at their disposal high-responsive desktop environments, and they would

not be easily interested in exchanging them for a possibly slow and frustrating remote ex-

perience over congested network connections. Moreover, most of the above virtualization

architectures have specific requirements on client and server software configurations. This

limits the practicability of a truly ubiquitous and cross-platform access, and further reduces

benefits possibly associated with the replacement of a local desktop with a remote one [13].

Recently, with the further evolution of cloud computing, Web Operating Systems (Web
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OSs) started to be developed as an alternative to current virtualization solutions [14, 15].

Like the above remote computing techniques, Web OSs are aimed at providing a feasible

local desktop replacement strategy. However, being based on the Web, they are able to

offer a wider portability across multiple heterogeneous platforms, today ranging from ad hoc

mobile computers (like the Google Chromebooks, http://www.google.com/chromebook) to

home appliances and other consumer devices [16]. By relying on modern Web technologies,

they allow for the deployment of attractive Web applications, in which graphics interfaces can

be managed on the local platform, while application tasks can be either executed using client-

side or server-side processing techniques [17, 18]. Through the adoption of several network

and local caching techniques, some Web OS implementations also allow to further reduce the

amount of bandwidth required, enabling in some cases offline operations. According to Web

OS developers, the success of this novel paradigm will strictly depend on the richness of the

application set that will be made available to the end-users [13, 19]. Ideally, this would require

the migration to Web OS platforms of all those applications the users are accustomed to run

on their traditional desktops. Unfortunately, even though today’s Web OS solutions come

with powerful GUI toolkits enabling in some cases the construction of complex applications

(including word processors, spreadsheets, media players, etc.), new applications still need to

be developed from scratch, with the consequence of critical time and money losses.

In this paper, a virtualization paradigm aimed at addressing the above requirements by

allowing existing desktop applications to be integrated into available Web OS environments

without any re-design is proposed. The designed architecture builds upon the work presented

in [20], where a preliminary framework for transferring application GUIs to mobile devices is

defined. Being based on a blend of remote computing-oriented approaches and of Web-related

technologies, the proposed solution represents a feasible strategy for transparently extending

the native set of Web OS applications, by simultaneously preserving the characteristic porta-

bility of the Internet scenario, and fostering the reusability of existing software. Additionally,

extensive experimental tests showed the possible advantages of the proposed architecture with

respect to comparable approaches in terms of network resources usage.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a review of some of the main solu-

tions enabling remote control of desktop applications is provided. In Section 3, the proposed

Web OS-based virtualization approach is presented; moreover, an overview of the overall

architecture is given, and the major advantages provided by the designed methodology are

analyzed through a preliminary comparison with alternative techniques. In Section 4, the

main blocks of the designed architecture are analyzed in details from a functional point of

view. The designed image-based classification rules and the strategies developed for handling

interfaces’ dynamic “behaviors” are presented in Section 5. An overview of client-side and

server-side software developments is reported in Section 6, together with qualitative observa-

tions. Finally, results of experimental tests aimed at evaluating virtualized GUI accuracy, as

well as at profiling the network overhead and the degree of interactivity are analyzed in depth

in Sections 7 and 8, respectively.

2 Remote Computing and Virtualization Techniques

One of the first architectures designed to take into account the possibility of remotely con-

trolling graphics applications is represented by the X Window system, or X [9]. Basically,
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software platforms based on X – like Unix and Linux distributions – allow a graphics inter-

face (the X client program) to be displayed on a remote machine (running the X server) in

a seamless way. X clients and servers exchange X protocol messages consisting of low-level

primitives for creating windows, managing user inputs and drawing lines, curves and bitmaps,

with the aim of giving end-users the impression of a co-located interaction.

The remote control and visualization philosophy of X has been adapted and extended in

many ways. One of the clearest adaptation examples is given by Virtual Network Computing

(VNC). VNC [10] refers to a desktop sharing technology that allows users to remotely control a

computer using a specific protocol named remote framebuffer (RFB). Through RFB, keyboard

and mouse events can be transmitted from one computer to another, together with small

rectangles extracted from the remote machine’s framebuffer. The client, often referred to as

VNC viewer, is simply in charge of handling user interaction and of redrawing the display

of the remote computer; on the other hand, the server is responsible for extracting graphics

contents from the framebuffer and for transmitting them to the client machine. VNC works at

an higher level than X, thus achieving larger portability. In fact, VNC is available on almost all

the current desktop operating systems, and there also exist VNC client implementations based

on Java, Microsoft ActiveX, Macromedia Flash, etc. [21]. However, these implementations

are often characterized by poorer performances, and they are not always capable of providing

the whole set of features available in the corresponding desktop versions (for instance, they

do not always allow the user to take control over a single “logical” application).

Another virtualization solution evolved from the above basic idea is represented by the

Remote Desktop technology [11]. Remote Desktop relies on RDP (Remote Desktop Protocol),

a protocol developed by Microsoft that allows a given user to log into a remote machine

equipped with MS Terminal Services (TS) and to control it by remote [23, 24]. Being tailored

to a specific operating system, a RDP server is able to gain a higher control on the local

machine, allowing remote users to access not only graphics resources, but also audio drivers,

printers and storage devices. Recently, Microsoft extended the original Remote Desktop

philosophy by introducing the RemoteApp modality [25], that allows users to add a single

remote application running on a Windows Server 2008 machine to their local desktop. Remote

Desktop and RemoteApp functionalities can be made accessible through a Web browser by

using the TSWeb Access ActiveX client. Thanks to its native integration in the host operating

system, Remote Desktop technology is able to achieve better results with respect to previous

solutions.

Unfortunately, neither Remote Desktop nor the other techniques discussed above are ca-

pable of providing users with a complete and effective local desktop replacement solution [13].

This is mainly due to their implicit limitations in terms of portability and usability, to their

possibly constrained performances (e.g., due to network overheads), and to the difficulties

associated with the creation of a unified desktop environment.

A different approach to get access to a remote desktop (and to its applications) is rep-

resented by Web Operating Systems [14, 26, 27, 28, 29]. A Web OS is a sort of virtual

environment that runs within a Web browser and provides access to a set of applications,

thus mimicking a traditional desktop operating system. Web OS solutions rely on the so

called Web 2.0 [30], i.e., a set of technologies like HTML5, AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript

and XML), Flash, and Java that constitute the basic building blocks for the construction of
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Web applications [17]. Web OSs, as Web applications, simply rely on the availability of a

network connection and of a thin client equipped with an Internet browser. Before the advent

of Web OSs, many examples of Web applications had been developed, sometimes grouped into

a unified Web “container” (e.g., GoogleDocs, http://docs.google.com). The main limitation

of these applications is that they did not offer the whole set of functionalities available in

traditional desktop environments. Moreover, they were not able, by themselves, to recreate

the appearance and usability of a common (and integrated) window-based desktop. Thus,

Web OSs began to be developed.

Many examples of both commercial and open source Web OSs are already available.

They can be classified in three main categories: virtual desktop-based Web OSs, mixed

Web OSs, and “true” Web OSs. Virtual desktop-based Web OSs rely more on VNC and

Remote Desktop technologies rather than on true Web applications, and require specific

client software to be installed on the local machine. An example is DesktopOnDemand

(http://desktopondemand.com), that provides X Window-based access to a customized Linux

desktop embedded with many common applications. A similar approach is represented by

Nivio (http://www.nivio.com), a Web OS totally based on Remote Desktop. In Nivio, regis-

tered users can access a TS-based desktop, and can add necessary applications on a pay-per-

use basis, by choosing them from a restricted pre-configured set. Another example is given by

SUN Microsystems’s Secure Global Desktop (http://www.sun.com/software/products/sgd),

that provides a Web-based framework in which Unix and Windows applications can be

accessed through separate windows of a Java-enabled browser. On the other hand, true

Web OSs only make use of Web applications. Despite the increased portability guaran-

teed by their intrinsic Web nature, true Web OSs are often characterized by a constrained

set of native applications. However, there exist some implementations, like for example

G.ho.st (http://www.g.ho.st), that address this lack by integrating external Web applica-

tions. Lastly, mixed Web OSs represent an in-between solution with respect to the previous

ones. They are built according to Web 2.0 philosophy, but they make up for the short-

age of applications by partially relying on local software installed on the client machine.

Thus, for instance, eyeOS (http://eyeOS.org), Chrome OS (http://www.google.com/chrome),

Desktoptwo (http://desktoptwo.com), and YouOS (http://www.youos.com) can offer a PDF

reader, a video player, and other applications supposed that suitable plugins are available into

the Web browser. However, this latter strategy partially limits the portability of the resulting

frameworks, by imposing additional requirements on the configuration of the local machine.

3 Web OS-based Virtualization

In this section, the basic idea behind the proposed Web OS-based virtualization methodology

is presented; then, an overview of the designed architecture is reported; finally, a comparison

between the devised approach and existing virtualization techniques is provided, and major

innovations introduced by the present work are outlined.

3.1 Basic idea

In this paper, a technique for possibly supporting the transformation of today’s Web OSs

into suitable desktop replacement tools is presented; the devised approach consists in a un-

conventional virtualization paradigm that is capable of separating the program GUI from
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Fig. 1. Overall architecture of the proposed Web OS-based virtualization framework.

the application logic, thus allowing to effectively migrate existing applications running on

traditional window-based desktops to Web OS environments, without any re-design or code

re-writing. The designed architecture relies on a software framework firstly presented in [20],

that is capable of analyzing the graphics interface of a desktop application, and of generat-

ing a structured description to be later reloaded for recreating the original GUI on a remote

machine. The main aim of the solution in [20] was to transfer existing applications to mobile

devices by maintaining their native look and feel (i.e., mimicking their original appearance,

and fostering consistency, or “continuity”). In the current work, in turn, the goal is to mi-

grate desktop application logic to the target environment, by “dressing” it with a new (and

unified) graphics appearance. As it will be shown in the following, the above separation be-

tween application behavior and interface appearance allows to effectively integrate different

technologies (i.e., Web, virtualization, cloud computing, and remote visualization) into an

effective solution that is capable of tackling the main constraints of alternative approaches

(like Remote Desktop, VNC, X Window and basic Web OS implementations). Lastly, it

is worth observing that the main limitation of the approach in [20] was represented by the

impossibility to manage GUI “dynamic” changes occurring during remote interaction (e.g.,

associated with appearing, disappearing, and changing graphics elements). The above events

are very frequent in today’s graphics interfaces; thus, this lack severely restricted the concrete

application fields for such a preliminary framework. This limitation, as well as the above

considerations were taken into account in designing the architecture discussed in this paper.

3.2 Overall architecture

The overall structure of the designed architecture is summarized in Figure 1. On the server

side, a GUI Dynamic Monitor (GDM) is in charge of analyzing the interface of the appli-

cation that has to be virtualized, and of producing a description of its constituting graphics
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elements (or widgets) and work area(s). To accomplish this task, the GDM module relies

on a GUI Element Locator (GEL) that analyzes the portion of the framebuffer correspond-

ing to the application itself, and extracts images (referred to as selections) corresponding to

possible isolated interface elements. These selections are then passed to a GUI Classifier

and Descriptor module (GCD) that actually assigns each selection to a particular widget

type and records this information into an interface description file. On the client side, the

user can run a Web OS V irtualizer (WOV) software module to request the execution of

a particular remote application. The WOV downloads the application description file and

automatically reconstructs the interface of the desktop application by exploiting the graphics

primitives made available by the local Web OS GUI toolkit. Thus, the WOV acts as a sort

of application wrapper capable of recreating any application exported by the remote server.

User interactions with the local interface (i.e., mouse clicks, key presses, etc.) are captured

by the wrapper and transferred to the GUI Interaction Manager (GIM) running on the

server side, that is responsible for their conversion into suitable events to be passed on to

the operating system queue. The GDM continuously monitors possible variations in user

interface’s appearance that could result from the processing of the received events, and notifies

the WOV application of these changes. In particular, events resulting in a modification of

the application GUI (e.g., the appearance of new elements, the opening of a popup window,

etc.) force the GDM to activate the GEL and GCD modules, which automatically update

the interface description file and pass it to the Web OS wrapper. On the other hand, events

that directly affect the work area(s) result in the extraction of the corresponding graphics

regions from the framebuffer and in their transmission to the Web OS application as a flow of

graphics updates (through remote visualization techniques). Widget and work area updates

allow the WOV to maintain the visual synchronization between the status of the local and

the remote GUIs, thus giving to Web OS users the impression of a local-like interaction with

the remote application.

3.3 Advantages of the proposed solution compared with existing approaches

The major innovation of the proposed approach consists in the definition of a mechanism

for extracting a structured description of the graphics elements constituting the interface

of a common desktop application. In this way, a neat distinction between application logic

and graphics interface can be identified, even when this is not made evident in the native

environment. As shown in this paper, the above distinction can be effectively exploited for

designing a novel virtualization paradigm based on Web OS technologies, even though other

application scenarios could be also envisaged. In the following, the main advantages of the

proposed virtualization technique are discussed, and a comparison between Web OS-based

virtualization and already mentioned alternative solutions is provided. Findings resulting

from the above comparison are summarized in Table 1.

• Server-side platform neutrality: the proposed approach relies on a novel method for

parsing the GUI of a remotely running application and for describing its constituting

elements by means of cross-platform image processing techniques. By exploiting the

above technique in the context of virtualization, the designed strategy allows existing

applications running under different operating systems to be executed (possibly at the

same time) within the same Web OS environment. This goal cannot be achieved with
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Table 1. A comparison of the designed Web OS-based virtualization approach with alternative

remote computing techniques and basic Web OS solutions.

Remote Desktop, VNC, Basic Web OSs Proposed Web OS-based
X Window virtualization approach

Rich set of applications New applications developed
from scratch by exploiting
different Web technologies

Native application set en-
riched by embedding virtual-
ized copies of desktop appli-
cations without any re-design
or code re-writing

Full desktop or single applica-
tion virtualization

Oriented to full desktop re-
placement

Complete desktop environ-
ment: native Web OS appli-
cations side-by-side to virtu-
alized applications

Delivery of image-based re-
presentations of the whole
interface (Remote Desktop,
VNC) or transmission of
graphics primitives, including
drawing commands and raw
image data, used for refresh-
ing the virtual frame buffer
(X Window): no separation
between updates to GUI and
work area

Client and server side compu-
tations with lower bandwidth
requirements

Separation between applica-
tion work area and GUI wid-
gets: GUI locally managed
with reduced network over-
head

Need for a complete desktop
environment/for the installa-
tion of specific software (on
the client side) and for a par-
ticular platform, e.g., a Unix-
like operating system (on the
server side): limited portabil-
ity

Supporting multiple server
configurations, without re-
quiring the installation of
local software, except for
browser plugins: oriented to
software portability

Running in different server
environments, without re-
quiring the installation of lo-
cal software: full application
portability

Virtual applications running
within a window of the lo-
cal system/within a Web
browser: poor integration
with the appearance of the lo-
cal desktop

Web desktop mimicking that
of traditional graphics oper-
ating systems

Virtual GUI recreated using
local Web OS toolkit used
by the other (native) applica-
tions: homogeneity

Interaction techniques of na-
tive operating system

Web interaction Web interaction plus other
Human Computer Interaction
techniques without any mod-
ification

Unmodified GUI of the native
application (original applica-
tion treated as an atomic en-
tity)

Graphics interface designed
ad hoc using Web OS GUI
toolkit

Automatically generated GUI
of the desktop application:
GUI customization based on
user needs and platform char-
acteristics

X Window-based virtualization, as this approach necessarily relies on the presence of a

Unix-like remote machine. A higher degree of freedom is guaranteed by Remote Desktop

and VNC-oriented approaches, which can be exploited over a heterogeneous set of remote

platforms; however, the general-purposeness of the above techniques is achieved at the

cost of poorer performances as well as of a looser control on virtualization features.
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• Client-side portability: being based uniquely on Web technologies, the proposed ap-

proach allows to create rich desktop applications by preserving their portability across

multiple client devices as they may be executed without requiring any software instal-

lation. By contrast, when client side and server side do not share the same operating

system, traditional virtualization solutions require, in general, the installation of so-

phisticated software on the client machine. This is even more true when Web-based

virtualization scenarios, which are the actual focus of this work, are considered: in this

case, most of the existing solutions require, at least, the existence of a local Java instal-

lation (since implementations that can be accessed through pure HTML5 and AJAX

technologies are characterized by extremely limited performances). In turn, the pro-

posed solution can be effectively run on a wide spectrum of Web-enabled platforms,

not necessarily supporting the Java technology. As a matter of example, during the

development phases, the designed solution has been successfully evaluated on a series

of devices including Apple iPod/iPhone, Apple iPad, and Nintendo Wii.

• Interface customizability/adaptability: the devised virtualization solution relies on the

availability of a description of the graphics elements constituting the interface of a re-

motely running desktop application. The above description can be possibly used to

locally recreate a virtual instance of the application GUI by radically adjusting its

graphics layout: thus, for instance, widget type may be altered, graphics elements may

be moved from one container to another, new aggregations may be defined, etc. That is,

users are allowed to create their own interfaces by using original GUI elements as func-

tional (customized) building blocks. The possibility of adjusting the aspect of graphics

elements can also be exploited to tailor GUI appearance and behavior to the particular

input modalities available on the selected virtual platform. As a matter of example,

sliders, menus and combo boxes that may be difficult to control using fingers (e.g.,

on touch-enabled mobile devices) or using alternative pointing devices with reduced

accuracy (like, for instance, the Wii Remote controller) could be replaced by more

“comfortable” buttons of a suitable size organized in a proper way. In summary, with

respect to existing virtualization solutions like Remote Desktop, VNC and X Window,

the devised approach is able to effectively adapt to both user preferences and device

characteristics.

• Application accessibility: thanks to the knowledge of the exact location and behavior of

the elements used in the graphics interface of a given software program, the proposed

virtualization approach has the additional advantage of making it possible to seamlessly

introduce in the application, besides native input/output modalities, new Human Com-

puter Interaction (HCI) techniques, even when this possibility was not foreseen in the

original desktop environment. Thus, while in the existing virtualization approaches the

original interaction modalities are simply “exported” to the client side, the designed

solution natively allows to augment software accessibility without requiring any modi-

fication to the remote desktop application.

• System integration transparency: in the existing Web-enabled virtualization approaches,

virtualized applications are either characterized by the original graphics appearance

(e.g., with Remote Desktop or VNC) or by the look and feel provided by the virtual
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graphics toolkit, not necessarily aligned with that of the local operating system (e.g.,

AWT or Swing for Java-based XWindow applications). On the contrary, in the proposed

approach, virtualized applications can be recreated with the same graphics appearance

of the host Web OS framework and used side-by-side with native applications of the

selected Web environment. In this way, a seamless integration within a homogenous

portable desktop environment is transparently achieved. It is worth saying that the

completeness and fidelity of such an integration (as well as many of the other advan-

tages of the proposed approach) are strongly related to the “quality” of the interface

description generated at the server side. For this, an in depth analysis of aspects related

to the accuracy of localization and classification algorithms is provided in Section 7.

• Network efficiency: the creation of a clear separation between application logic be-

havior and user interface appearance additionally lets the proposed approach achieve

improved performance with respect to alternative virtualization approaches, especially

when intensive GUI applications are considered. In fact, in the Remote Desktop and

VNC-oriented approaches, graphics blocks are copied from the desktop frame buffer to

the virtualized frame buffer, and changes occurring to the application GUI are handled

together with changes affecting the work area(s); thus, as a matter of example, when a

menu is closed, the application area previously obscured has to be retransmitted even

if no changes have occurred. On the contrary, even though the designed solution uses a

similar approach to deal with work area updates, GUI interactions are locally managed

at the client side; this allow to achieve improved performances with respect to the above

techniques in terms of both bandwidth usage and interaction latency thanks to the re-

duced data flow. Things are slightly different when the X Window-based virtualization

technique is considered; in this case, the X client running on the desktop machine sends

graphics primitives (including image raw data) to the X server at the client side, and di-

rectly performs low-level drawing operations in the virtual frame buffer. The above steps

are performed in a more efficient way with respect to Remote Desktop and VNC-based

solutions, and a relevant saving on network resources can be achieved. Nonetheless,

client-server synchronization during GUI interactions still results in the exchange of a

significant amount of graphics data (in both the downlink and uplink directions). This

is due to the fact that X Window only partially exploits its knowledge of GUI and work

area peculiarities; thus, manipulations on interface elements (e.g., inspection of menus,

opening of new windows, etc.) require the transmission of drawing information needed

to refresh the display that are equivalent to those used to update the work area(s). On

the other hand, even though the proposed approach makes a comparable use of graph-

ics data exchanges during operations affecting work area(s), the amount of information

transmitted during GUI interactions is significantly reduced, thanks to the link that

is established between GUI elements and application behavior. Based on the above

considerations, by using the proposed approach a performance improvement associated

to a thick client-based model can be expected. Results of experimental tests aimed at

carefully profiling system behavior in terms of bandwidth occupation and interaction

latency are discussed in Section 8.
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4 Core Functional Blocks of the Proposed Architecture

In this section, the Web OS-based virtualization architecture discussed in this paper is an-

alyzed from a functional point of view, and the main research issues addressed are pointed

out. The discussion moves from the assumption that, as illustrated in Section 3, effective

Web-based desktop replacement environments could be created once a structured description

of applications commonly used in today’s operating systems is made available, as this would

allow such applications to be “moved” on the Internet in a seamless way. Thus, aspects related

to image-based GUI elements localization and identification are first considered. Then, an

analysis of the designed element classification and GUI description steps is provided. Finally,

issues associated with the reconstruction of the original interface within a generic Web OS

environment are discussed.

4.1 Identifying GUI elements

Previous works [20, 31, 32, 33] showed that extracting a description of the elements consti-

tuting the interface of a graphics application (whose source code is not available) is a task

that cannot be completely accomplished by simply relying on image processing techniques.

In fact, interface appearance usually depends on the particular GUI toolkit being adopted for

designing the application layout. Moreover, even though discovering, for instance, the pres-

ence of a combo box can be achieved on almost all the platforms by trivial pattern recognition

methods (e.g., configured for localizing the traditional down arrow icon), the identification of

more complex elements requires to deal with the inner behaviors of graphics elements them-

selves (activated, for instance, by mouse clicks, button presses, etc.). In summary, an accurate

interface description strategy cannot be pursued without interacting with the logic that lies

behind the application itself. Several graphics-unaware alternatives, relying on reverse en-

gineering techniques [34, 35], or on accessibility/automation features explicitly exposed by

application interfaces through native graphics toolkit libraries [36], exist. However, on the

one hand, the former methods could often lead to incomplete results; on the other hand, the

latter approaches could theoretically achieve a complete understanding of application GUI,

but their performances are strongly related to the completeness of the underlying libraries

and to designers and programmers’ choices.

Nonetheless, it is worth considering that modern GUIs actually embed “hidden” informa-

tion that can be effectively exploited to support the element localization and identification

step required by the proposed approach. In fact, besides reacting to user interaction with

common behaviors (like moving the selection to another radio button, or opening the drop-

down list of a combo box), user interfaces of today’s window-based operating systems are

designed to drive user attention through many visual signs. For example, when the mouse is

moved over an element of the interface, this element is highlighted, i.e., it is bounded with a

colored box, it is drawn with a brighter color, or it achieves a 3D aspect. Moreover, when the

mouse is moved over a text portion that can be edited, the mouse pointer’s aspect is varied to

signal this possibility to the user. Independent of the specific effect, these behaviors implicitly

notify the presence, as well as the precise position, of the interface element itself.

In the considered architecture, image processing and pattern matching techniques have

been integrated with implicit visual information that can be displayed by the interface to let

the GUI itself participate in the element identification (and classification) step. This allows
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Fig. 2. User interface signalling the presence of a graphics element: (a) original GUI representation,
(b) highlighting, and (c) difference image.

to improve the accuracy of the interface description results, and to achieve a higher degree

of portability across various platforms with heterogeneous GUI “styles”. In the GUI element

identification procedure, the GDM module mimics user interactions by automatically moving

the mouse (through system calls) over imaginary horizontal lines spanning the whole interface,

thus forcing the interface to generate highlighting and mouse pointer updates. The GDM

extracts from the framebuffer the graphics representations of the interface before and after

the event (both with and without the mouse pointer), and passes them to the GEL module.

In the difference image obtained by computing the exclusive-OR between the two images not

including the mouse, pixels corresponding to the highlighted element are non-black. Thus, a

simple algorithm able to identify the boundaries of the non-black region provides the GEL with

the precise location and extension of the highlighted element. Similarly, the image obtained

by computing the difference between the framebuffer content (with the mouse) captured after

the event and the interface representation (without the mouse) before the event gives the

exact shape of the mouse. The combination of the above techniques allows the system to

identify elementary widgets like buttons, check boxes, text fields, radio buttons, scroll bars,

etc. The highlighting effect generated by a menu item and the corresponding difference

image are illustrated in Figure 2. Some interface elements need an additional processing step

requiring further interactions: for instance, the complete description of a menu or a combo

box requires to generate a mouse click event, to compute the difference image, and to move

the mouse over the various items included in the drop-down list (and this procedure has

to be repeated for recursively nested subitems). As shown in Figure 3, the GDM is also

able to automatically detect the application work area/s that has/have to be treated through

remote visualization techniques. The GDM and GEL modules have been endowed with several

wizards that possibly let the user participate in the various phases of the identification process.

This allows, for instance, to adjust the size and location of the work area, thus providing a

more precise control over the final GUI appearance, as well as over bandwidth requirements

and interaction performances. As a matter of example, the results of the above processing

steps applied to the identification of the Microsoft PowerPoint GUI elements are illustrated

in Figure 4.a.

4.2 Classifying and describing GUI elements

The GCD module receives in input a list of selections identified by the GEL component.

The GCD extracts the group of pixels included within the selection boundaries from both the

graphics representation of the interface (where the element in the selection is not highlighted),
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Fig. 3. Work area identification on (a) Microsoft Calculator and (b) Outlook Express interfaces.

and from the difference image. The first image is processed by ad hoc algorithms that compute

essential information to be used in the classification procedure. Information above basically

relies on the concept of block, that is a group of neighboring pixels sharing some common

characteristics. Thus, for instance, a block could be one of the characters of a label, a button

icon, or a combo box arrow. In a preliminary step, the number of generic blocks, the distance

between blocks, the size of each block and its position with respect to the beginning and

end of the selection, the number of icons, the number of arrows, and the specific arrow type

are identified. On the other hand, the second image is analyzed to determine the particular

type of highlighting occurred. Once all these details are available, several pattern-matching

classification rules are applied. For sake of completeness, the classification rules designed for

several common graphics elements like menus, combo boxes, radio button groups, text boxes,

and text areas are illustrated in Section 5.

It is worth remarking that, while the widget identification phase has been designed to be

as general as possible in order to adapt to various GUI styles, the present classification step

is aimed at demonstrating the feasibility of the overall architecture, and does not claim to

be comprehensive at all. Thus, more sophisticated (and possibly more general) solutions able

to achieve a higher accuracy can be probably found for this step. However, results that can

be achieved with the present implementation already allow the system to recreate extremely

complex interfaces, and to effectively reuse into Web OS environments many everyday desk-

top applications. For example, in Figure 4.b, the results of the classification step over the

selections of the Microsoft PowerPoint interface (Figure 4.a) are shown. Results achieved on

a wider set of common desktop applications are additionally reported in Sections 7 and 8.

Once the graphics elements have been identified and classified, a description of the inter-

face is generated and stored. Several User Interface Description Languages (UIDLs) [37] are

available: examples include Plastic User Interfaces [38], UIML [39], XIML [40], UsiXML [41],

TERESA XML [42], and many others. In the context of this work, the XUL format [43] (XML

User Interface Language) has been chosen. XUL is a UIDL based on XML that allows to

describe the visual appearance of a graphics interface through a predefined set of structured

basic elements. Basic elements can be further extended by the user, and recursively nested to

create more complex controls. Native XUL elements only allow to describe windows, buttons,

menus, combo boxes, scroll bars, check boxes, radio buttons, text fields, labels, and images.
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Fig. 4. Results of the GUI elements (a) identification and (b) classification steps over the Microsoft
PowerPoint interface (under Windows XP).

Thus, basic XUL description capabilities have been enriched by adding, for instance, new

elements for describing push buttons, list boxes, and work area(s). Moreover, native XUL

elements have been extended with new attributes capable of capturing advanced graphics

behaviors of modern interfaces. For instance, the combo box description has been allowed

to manage tree-structured drop-down lists, while the window element has been redefined to

distinguish among several possible window types. XUL is currently used to define the user
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interfaces of most, if not all, Mozilla software products.

4.3 Recreating the remote GUI within a Web OS framework

On the client side, the user can run the Web OS wrapper for connecting to the remote server

and for retrieving the list of installed applications. When the user picks up one application

from the list, the virtualization framework automatically executes it on the server machine.

If a description of the remote GUI is already available for the specific user/device, the GIM

delivers it to the WOV application; otherwise, the GEL and GCD modules are activated, the

graphics elements of the interface are classified, and a novel XUL description is generated

on-the-fly. Information recorded in the description file is exploited by the WOV to locally

recreate the appearance and behavior of the virtualized application. The WOV is constituted

by three functional blocks, namely the builder, the updater, and the manager. The builder

component is in charge of retrieving the GUI description transmitted by the GIM and of au-

tomatically recreating its constituting elements using locally available graphics widgets. Once

the original structure of the remote interface has been recreated (possibly exploiting prede-

fined mapping strategies specifically tailored to the specific virtualization device), the user

can further tailor its appearance to his/her own needs by moving graphics elements from one

container to another through intuitive context menus and drag and drop operations controlled

by the manager component. Strategies for automatically adjusting interface appearance to

match user and host environment constraints could be possibly integrated in this step [44, 45].

Structural modifications carried out on the interface are recorded into the XUL file associated

to the selected user/device on the desktop machine. Thus, at his/her next access, the user will

be provided with his/her updated custom interface. User interactions with the interface (i.e.,

with widgets and work area(s)) are monitored by the manager module, that is responsible for

collecting mouse and keyboard events and for transmitting them to the remote GIM module

through the updater. By exploiting the knowledge of the mapping between local and remote

interfaces in terms of (possibly customized) element location and behavior, the server-side

virtualization framework generates suitable events simulating the interaction with the local

application, and inserts them into the host operating system’s event queue. When processed

by the system, these events can affect both application interface and work area(s). Events

resulting into a dynamic modification of interface appearance (e.g., opening of a new win-

dow, appearance/enabling of previously hidden/disabled elements, etc.) activate the GDM,

which automatically recognizes modifications in GUI aspect and/or functionality and updates

the XUL description, accordingly. Similarly, the effects of events modifying the content of

monitored work area(s) are identified, and they result in the production of the corresponding

graphics representations with the updated framebuffer contents. Interface description and

work area updates are continuously transmitted to the updater module, that transparently

applies the necessary modifications to the Web OS application interface by interacting with

the manager component.

5 Image-based Classification Rules

In the previous section, the overall strategy pursued by the proposed virtualization approach

has been presented. In particular, the discussion focused on the mechanisms used for gen-

erating the initial interface’s description (to be used for recreating the virtualized Web OS
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application at system startup), and for managing updates interesting work area contents.

In this section, several details on the image processing-based rules used for classifying GUI

elements will be provided, by taking as examples some common widgets. Moreover, since in

today’s desktop applications user interactions could result in modifications directly affecting

interface’s appearance (i.e., the interface’s behavior itself can be regarded as dynamic), the

additional strategies that have been adopted to maintain a visual synchronization between

local and remote GUIs in these situations will be analyzed.

5.1 Classifications rules for managing common GUI elements

In the following, the classification rules designed for dealing with some representative GUI

elements like menus, combo boxes, text boxes, and text areas are illustrated. It is worth

remarking that the presentation is not meant to be exhaustive, as additional classification

rules would need to be defined in order to deal with other widget types possibly used in

specific applications.

• Menus: menus are identified by exploiting their characteristic highlighting effect, that

completely outlines their bounding boxes, inverting colors of both container and text.

However, menu classification is a manifold process that also requires to navigate the

complete tree hierarchy that is unveiled only when the menu is opened. Thus, the

GDM is programmed to force menu expansion, and to move the mouse over all the

menu subitems, thus generating the highlighting. For each highlighted region, the GCD

extracts the icon and recognizes the text associated with the selected item (through

OCR); it also determines whether the element corresponds to a leaf in the menu tree,

or if it can be further expanded. In this case, a recursive procedure allows to explore

the whole menu’s graphics structure and to extract a complete description.

• Combo boxes: in modern interfaces, combo boxes’ graphics behavior can change sig-

nificantly depending on the application being considered. Despite all these variations,

almost all combo boxes share a common characteristic, i.e., a rightmost down arrow.

Unfortunately, the presence of other GUI elements with down arrows (e.g., vertical scroll

bars, custom icons, etc.) could bring to wrong classification results. To properly iden-

tify selections corresponding to combo boxes, the GCD module has been programmed

to exploit other distinguishing visual details, like the simultaneous highlighting of tex-

tual contents and/or other graphics elements. Once a selection has been identified, an

algorithm comparable to the one used for dealing with menu items is executed. This

algorithm simulates the mouse click over the down arrow, and captures the graphics

representation of the newly opened drop-down list. The initial highlighting of the se-

lected item is automatically removed. The mouse is then iteratively moved over the list,

the generated highlighting effect is captured, the difference image is computed, and the

various regions corresponding to combo box elements are identified (icons and/or text).

• Text boxes and text areas: the identification of text boxes and text areas cannot exploit

the approach based on highlighting, since these controls do not undergo any particular

visible modification. However, graphics interfaces still inform the user about the pres-

ence of such elements by modifying the aspect of the mouse pointer into a cursor shape.

Thus, during mouse movements, the GDM module monitors the aspect of the mouse
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pointer (whose location is known), and when this changes, it is assumed that the mouse

is over a text box or text area (until it does not change again). This information is

exploited by the GCD to identify the exact location and size of the considered element,

and to properly carry out the classification step on it.

5.2 Managing appearing, disappearing and changing widgets

Within graphics interfaces, there could exists widgets that appear, disappear, and change their

aspect (from activated to deactivated, from selected to deselected, etc.) when reacting to user

interactions. For instance, when working on a word processor, the selection of a block of text

usually results in the activation of those buttons enabling cut and paste operations. Similarly,

if a document contains portions of text with different alignments, positioning the cursor over a

section with a particular alignment results in a variation of the currently selected align button.

A more sophisticated example could be represented by the Microsoft Windows Calculator

application, where GUI elements can undergo various changes, depending on the particular

number representation system being used (i.e., hexadecimal, decimal, octal or binary). Thus,

when passing – for instance – from base ten to base two, buttons corresponding to digits from

two to nine are automatically disabled; when switching from base two to base sixteen, digits

from two to nine are re-enabled, and new buttons corresponding to digits from A to F appear

(Figure 5).

Fig. 5. Appearing and disappearing widgets in Microsoft Windows Calculator: (a) interface aspect
using a base two number representation system, (b) new buttons enabled working in base sixteen,

(c) difference image showing GUI changes, and (d) highlighting effect on a previously disabled
button.

To deal with the above issues, the designed virtualization framework continuously moni-
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tors application appearance through the GDM module, and automatically identifies dynamic

changes possibly occurred in the graphics interface. Each time a new event (generated on

the Web OS side) is received, the GDM captures a snapshot of the interface and compares it

to the last available GUI representation by computing a difference image. Non-black regions

in the difference image actually correspond to dynamic changes. Changes occurred in the

regions occupied by the work area(s) are not taken into account, since they are implicitly

transmitted to the Web OS interface through continuous graphics-based updates. When a

change in the GUI aspect is identified, the reason for change has to be unveiled, in order to

let the system act in a proper way. In fact, if the change is due to the appearance of a new

element that was not previously displayed, the selection area corresponding to this element

has to be computed. Then, the classification step has to be carried out, and the interface

description has to be updated with the new information. Otherwise, if the change comes from

a previously visible element that is now invisible, a matching between present selection and

elements already classified has to be performed. Similar actions need to be carried out for

selected, deselected, enabled and disabled elements, which could be now deselected, selected,

disabled or enabled, respectively. To identify the reason for change, the GDM automatically

drives the mouse pointer over non-black regions, captures a new snapshot of the interface, and

computes the difference image with respect to the previously stored graphics representation.

When the considered region corresponds to a disabled/invisible element, the highlighting ef-

fect is not generated, and no new selection is identified. When the highlighting is generated, a

novel selection is identified, and its bounding box is passed to the GCD module for classifica-

tion and description. In both cases, mouse coordinates are compared with those of previously

identified interface elements, whose status is properly updated in the description file.

5.3 Managing the opening of new windows

Another characteristic dynamic behavior of existing interfaces is the opening of new applica-

tion windows. In the current implementation, the attention has been focused on two types

of windows, namely popup and toolbox-like windows (Figures 6 and 7). When a new popup

window is opened, it obtains the focus from the system; before being able to come back and

work again on the previously active window, the user is asked to carry out some actions on

the popup itself (this is the case of common windows like “Save”, “Save as...”, “Print...”,

“Preferences”, etc.). On the other hand, toolbox windows do not force the user to imme-

diately work on them; moreover, they do not produce any focus change. Toolbox windows

are often used to display previously hidden application features through new GUI elements.

The newly opened windows are quite similar to the main application window, as they may

contain one or more work areas, and several new graphics elements. Thus, their interfaces

can be managed by applying the identification and classification algorithms discussed in the

previous section (with the exception of work areas, which require ad hoc rules to be defined

in order to be automatically analyzed). However, two novel issues have to be addressed: how

to discover the opening of a new window without relying on the events handled by the host

operating system, and how to properly distinguish the actual window type.

In the proposed architecture, specific classification rules have been defined to let the GDM

module properly execute the above tasks. The management of a popup relies on the fact that

the new window, when opened, becomes the current focused element. Focus loss on the main
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Fig. 6. Dynamic popup window: (a) interface aspect after window opening, and (b) difference
image showing main application window’s focus loss.

application window’s title bar is recorded in the corresponding difference image (Figure 6).

When this happens, the GDM module determines the boundaries of the new window by

looking for a rectangular region within the difference image. This information is then passed

to the GEL and GCD modules, which locate and classify GUI elements by processing them

with the same algorithms used on the main application interface. Because of the lack of

focus changes, toolbox windows need to be processed in a different way. Like for popups,

the GDM locates the boundaries of the newly opened window, and finds out its associated

graphics elements. Then, to avoid having the discovered widgets blended in the main GUI,

graphics information on toolbox bounding box and/or resizing handles are used to group

newly identified elements into a separate container (Figure 7).

Given the fact that the time requested for describing the new window can result in a

reduction of the usability degree (since interaction with the interface has to be temporarily

inhibited to allow for the execution of the identification and classification steps), the system
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Fig. 7. Dynamic toolbox window: (a) interface aspect before window opening, (b) toolbox window,
(c) difference image, and (d) mouse pointer modifications.

has been configured for keeping track of each event causing the opening of a particular win-

dow. This may allow to reduce the processing time when the event occurs again. Moreover,

in a scenario in which a complete description for all the remote applications is available (gen-

erated) before starting up any virtualization session, this particular dynamic behavior can

be generally handled a priori, by including dynamically opening windows within the initial

interface description file (thus further limiting the transmission of GUI description updates).

6 Implementation Details

The server side of the proposed architecture has been developed as a C++ graphics application

under Microsoft Windows and Linux. This application internally implements the logical and

functional blocks described in the previous sections. During the system configuration phase,

it exploits the GDM functionalities for interacting with the applications to be virtualized, and

for producing the initial interface description files. Element identification and classification

steps over the selected applications are carried out in an automatic way. Nevertheless, several

graphics wizards let the user participate in the above processes, and tune the main configura-

tion parameters. Once the configuration phase is completed, the server application activates

the GIM component, that will be in charge of receiving virtualization requests generated by

Web OS users, and of managing GUI interactions.

On the client side, a Web OS wrapper application named eyeV irtualizer has been imple-

mented using the SDK made available within the eyeOS project [48]. eyeOS is an open source

Web OS framework (belonging to the mixed category, according to Section 2), based on a

microkernel exporting core services and libraries for simplified Web application development

and integration. eyeOS services include a virtual file system, a security and access manager,

a process handler, and a graphics subsystem; in turn, system libraries let application devel-

opers get access to services and core functionalities like networking and message passing, and

allow for the deployment of effective graphics interfaces [49]. In particular, eyeOS GUI toolkit

provides a set of basic widgets including windows, icons, labels, buttons, text boxes and text

areas, combo boxes, check boxes, tree views, and toolbars. In the eyeOS functional model,

Web applications rely on a server-side logic developed in PHP that uses the above services

and libraries to carry out its main processing tasks. On the other hand, application interfaces

run within a client-side Internet browser, and exploit multiple Web technologies (DHTML,

CSS, XML, JavaScript, AJAX, Flash, etc.) to manage the GUI appearance, and to dialogue
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with the server-side software.

The integration of the WOV application required to improve native eyeOS functionalities,

in order to let the system deal with interface construction, remote interaction, and dynamic

updates. For this, the basic eyeOS toolkit was first extended, by designing new widgets

matching the XUL’s extended lexicon and allowing to construct richer graphics interfaces.

Thus, for example, a new menu widget allowing for the development of complex hierarchi-

cal structures (including sub menus, icons, and separators) was designed. Moreover, a scroll

container capable of hosting other widgets, and allowing for the creation of graphics enabled

list boxes was added. Furthermore, the existing combo box widget was modified to create an

advanced graphics element mimicking the controls made available by modern GUI toolkits.

Then, according to Figure 1, the Web OS application builder component was developed, by

designing a novel server-side PHP module capable of interacting with the eyeOS libraries to

process the XUL description file, reorganize remote interface elements according to locally

available widgets, and recreate the virtualized interface. eyeOS widgets signalling capabili-

ties were exploited to construct the updater module, and to let it intercept user interaction

events to be delivered to the remote virtualization suite. Finally, the Web OS application

manager was created, and programmed to handle interface customization operations and to

deal with the supervising of redrawing of graphics widgets and interface work area(s). In

particular, graphics update functionalities were developed by referring to the Jpeg/Tight and

Raw/CopyRect encoding capabilities implemented by the TightVNC libraries [21], specifically

optimized for effective bandwidth usage. Nevertheless, the above encoding strategies could be

possibly replaced by any other solution commonly used in remote visualization architectures

[46, 47] without significantly altering the overall philosophy of the considered approach.

As a matter of example, (qualitative) results obtained by virtualizing a desktop instance of

Microsoft PowerPoint are illustrated in Figure 8. Here, the interface of the original application

was customized to user’s taste, and split into multiple windows. Thus, in the main window of

the eyeVirtualizer application, some of the menus described in the automatically generated

XUL file were removed. The first toolbar was maintained without any change with respect

to the desktop version, while elements belonging to the second one were distributed over two

different panels. Widgets originally located into separate toolbox windows were aggregated

into a single container, and the bottom text area was moved into a new window. Finally,

icons corresponding to presentation layout located in right-most area of the interface were

reorganized and inserted into a novel scroll container. It is worth observing that, even though

in this case customization is based on user’s preferences, interface adaptation could also be

performed taking into account virtual platform/device requirements.

7 Accuracy of GUI Reconstruction

Web OS application interface completeness (and fidelity), together with interaction latency

and bandwidth requirements can be regarded as some of the most important preconditions

for the spreading of the proposed virtualization technique. For this, several experimental

tests were carried out, with the aim of assessing GUI reconstruction capabilities, as well as of

measuring the degree of interactivity of the virtualized application and the associated network

overhead. The attention was initially focused on the ability of the server-side architecture to

recognize (i.e., localize and classify) interface elements. For this, a common window-based
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Fig. 8. Microsoft PowerPoint interface virtualized in eyeOS (under Safari on MacOS X).

operating system was selected (namely, Windows XP), and a set of applications commonly

used on desktop machines and belonging to several representative categories was identified as

test bed. Application set included Apple Safari 4 and Mozilla Firefox 3.06 (Web browsing),

Adobe Photoshop CS3 and GIMP 2.6.5 (graphics editing), Microsoft Office XP PowerPoint

(presentation), OpenOffice 3.0.1 Calc (spreadsheet), Microsoft WordPad (word processing),

Microsoft Calculator (calculation), and Blender 248.1 (3D modeling).

At first, the GUIs of the selected applications were automatically analyzed (soon after

application startup, i.e., without any user customization), by generating corresponding XUL-

based descriptions reporting the outcomes of localization and classification steps. In order to

investigate the advantages of the considered approach with respect to alternative graphics-

unaware solutions mentioned in Section 4, results above were compared with those obtained

by gathering accessibility/automation features exposed by selected applications. For this,

the Microsoft UISpy tool was used [50]. Finally, in order to compare the above findings

with a reliable ground-truth, elements constituting the interfaces of the above applications

were manually identified and categorized. Comparison did not intentionally encompass other

approaches solely based on image-processing techniques (like, for instance, those presented in

[31, 32, 33]). This choice was motivated by the fact that, when these approaches are used,

accuracy performances strongly depend on the particular graphics style being considered

in designing the classification algorithm; moreover, because of the introduction of a GUI-

supported localization step, it is reasonable to expect the designed two-step methodology to

achieve better results, supposed that the same classification rules are used.

Detailed localization and classification results obtained by manual inspection, with the
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UISpy tool, and with the proposed virtualization framework on a (representative) subset

of the considered applications are reported in Table 2. Aggregate results (normalized with

respect to the manual ground-truth) for the whole application set are plotted in Figure 9.

With respect to the results obtained by using the UISpy tool, the considered applications

can be roughly classified in three main categories, depending on their accessibility/automation

attitudes.

• The first category groups applications strongly oriented to accessibility/automation

(e.g., Calculator, WordPad, PowerPoint), whose GUI organization in terms of wid-

gets location and behavior can be completely identified. Applications in this category

can be developed, for instance, by using the Microsoft Win32, Windows Forms, and Mi-

crosoft Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) frameworks; detailed characteristics

of possibly existing custom elements can be exposed via the Microsoft UI Automation

API. Localization and classification results for the WordPad application can be found

in Table 2.a.

• The second category assembles applications that expose, often in a partial way, infor-

mation regarding graphics element location, but that only provide a few indications

concerning the specific widget type; thus, in most cases, it is not possible to distin-

guish among menus, buttons, combo boxes, etc. Applications in this category can be

either developed with non native graphics libraries (e.g., QT, for Safari, or GDK/GTK,

for GIMP) not providing a complete integration with the UI Automation API, or by

relying on custom elements derived from a standard type, e.g., a panel, but not im-

plementing the requested accessibility/automation interface (like Photoshop). Results

obtained with Photoshop and GIMP are reported in Tables 2.b and 2.c, respectively.

• Finally, the third category groups applications that are mostly accessibility/automation-

unaware. When launched on applications belonging to this latter class, the UISpy

tool was able to localize and classify less than three percent of the available interface

elements. Applications in this category are usually developed by exploiting completely

customized widgets (e.g., Firefox), or by using graphics toolkits not supporting Microsoft

UI accessibility/automation (like OpenGL for Blender, Java Swing for OpenOffice, etc.).

Localization and classification results achieved on the Firefox GUI are illustrated in

Table 2.d.

In summary, results in Table 2 confirmed that there exist frequently used applications

whose interface cannot be analyzed and described by means of approaches solely based on

programmatic or reverse engineering-oriented techniques. On the contrary, the above results

provided promising indications concerning the applicability of the designed image-based tech-

niques, which represent the basis of the proposed virtualization approach. In fact, being

based on graphics behaviors that are common – possibly with some changes – to the all

the considered applications (as well as to the majority of graphics applications running on

window-based operating systems), the designed recognition algorithms proved to work well

in all the experimental scenarios.

More precisely, by comparing aggregate results (in Figure 9) achieved by running the

localization algorithm soon after application startup, as well as after interface dynamic up-

dates, it can be observed that in the first step, the enabled elements (on which highlighting
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Table 2. A comparison of localization and classification accuracy: results obtained by manual

inspection, by the Web OS-based approach (at application startup and after user interaction), and
by the UISpy tool

(a) Microsoft WordPad

Web OS-based framework UISpy tool
Element Manual Loc. Loc. Class. Loc. Class.

(startup) (upd.)

Combo box 3 3 3 3 3 3
Menu 6 6 6 6 6 6
Menu item 39 39 39 39 39 39
Button 22 18 22 22 22 22
Text field 4 4 4 4 4 4
Total 74 70 74 74 74 74

(b) Adobe Photoshop CS3

Web OS-based framework UISpy tool
Element Manual Loc. Loc. Class. Loc. Class.

(startup) (upd.)

Combo box 4 1 4 4 2 2
Menu 11 10 11 11 10 10
Menu item 223 209 223 223 209 209
Button 71 60 66 66 7 7
Text field 10 6 10 10 10 10
Slider 4 4 4 4 0 0
Scroll bar 3 3 3 3 3 3
Total 326 293 321 321 241 241

(c) GIMP 2.6.5

Web OS-based framework UISpy tool
Element Manual Loc. Loc. Class. Loc. Class.

(startup) (upd.)

Combo box 3 3 3 3 3 0
Menu 12 11 12 12 12 0
Menu item 173 152 173 173 173 0
Button 52 46 52 52 52 4
Text field 4 4 4 4 4 0
Slider 2 2 2 2 2 0
Check box 4 4 4 4 4 0
Scroll bar 2 2 2 2 2 0
Total 252 224 252 252 252 4

(d) Mozilla Firefox 3.0.6

Web OS-based framework UISpy tool
Element Manual Loc. Loc. Class. Loc. Class.

(startup) (upd.)

Combo box 1 1 1 1 0 0
Menu 9 8 8 8 0 0
Menu item 61 61 61 61 0 0
Button 11 10 11 11 3 3
Text field 2 2 2 2 0 0
Total 84 82 83 83 3 3
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Fig. 9. A comparison between localization and classification results obtained by means of the de-
signed Web OS-based virtualization approach and by exploiting accessibility/automation informa-

tion gathered through the UISpy tool (percentages normalized with respect to manual inspection
ground-truth).

and other visual modifications occurred) were correctly identified by the GEL module. In

the next localization steps activated by the GDM in response to user interactions, almost all

the remaining elements were successfully processed. Moreover, when classification accuracy

is considered, the designed solution still outperforms results that can be achieved by resorting

to accessibility/automation information; in fact, being tailored to the specific graphics ele-

ments composing the selected applications, the experimented classification algorithm proved

to be capable of correctly categorizing almost all the localized interface elements. It is worth

remarking that in the present implementation, not all the possible graphics “schemes” were

considered; thus, other applications characterized by strongly different interface elements

would require the definition of new rules and could result in different classification results.

However, given the modular approach adopted in the definition of the classification technique

and the possibility of reusing the same (or comparable) rules for multiple environments and

applications, significant time and cost savings can be expected, expecially when comparing

the effort associated with the definition of image processing-based rules against the effort

required for porting a number of different desktop applications on multiple platforms.

8 Network Overhead and Interactivity

Although the focus of this work is on the possibility of building up a unified desktop environ-

ment by migrating existing applications to Web OSs, as anticipated in Section 3 the separation

between GUI and work area(s) that can be achieved through the considered virtualization

approach can give additional advantages possibly encompassing bandwidth occupation and

interaction latency. With the aim of analyzing system performances from the above points of

view, several reference scenarios corresponding to different types of interaction with a remote
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application were identified.

(a) User directly interacts with the work area(s), without introducing any change in the

GUI: this could be the case, for instance, of a user working with a calculator applica-

tion, and inputting numbers by means of his/her keyboard. In this case, virtualization

approaches like Remote Desktop and VNC would result in the transmission of frame

buffer blocks recording graphics changes occurred in the numeric work area. In turn,

in X Window-based approaches the synchronization between client and server would be

achieved through the transmission of low-level drawing primitives (generally including

also raw image data).

(b) User works on the application by using its GUI (without requiring any dynamic update

to the interface) and expects to appreciate interaction results through work area updates:

by referring again to the above situation, this could be the case of a user operating on the

calculator application by using interface elements (e.g., number and operation buttons).

In this case, traditional remote visualization approaches would deliver screen updates

(either as frame buffer blocks or graphics primitives) recording changes in both work

area and GUI elements.

(c) User carries out GUI interactions (not requiring any dynamic update to the interface)

without explicitly requesting any work area update: this could be the case of a user that

operates on a graphics interface e.g., by opening, inspecting and scrolling menus and

combo boxes without activating them (otherwise this interaction would fall into the pre-

vious category). In this case, user interaction generally produces changes in the interface

elements (e.g., highlighting) and may also result in GUI and work area occlusions (e.g.,

due to a combo box list overlapping the underlying graphics area). To manage this kind

of interaction, virtualization approaches like Remote Desktop and VNC would deliver

updates recording both GUI and work area changes resulting from widget changes as

well as from the appearance and disappearance of the occluding graphics element. On

the other hand, X Window-based approaches would recognize the fact that an occluded

area has become visible again, thus reducing the amount of information exchanged; nev-

ertheless, they would still send graphics updates for managing the remaining changes.

(d) User carries out GUI interactions introducing dynamic changes in the interface: this

could be the case of a user selecting the “Save as...” menu item in a given application.

This operation would generally result in the opening of a new interface window. In

this case, traditional virtualization approaches would act as in the previous scenario;

moreover, with respect to the above example, consecutive selections of the same menu

item would be managed by delivering again complete graphics updates.

By considering the above scenarios, three main issues characterizing traditional virtual-

ization approaches can be identified:

• delivery of “aesthetics”-only GUI updates (due, for example, to graphics changes used

for attracting user’s attention);

• delivery of updates corresponding to unwanted changes to the work area (due, for in-

stance, to overlapping);
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• delivery of repeated updates corresponding to the same (dynamic) modification in the

interface.

Thus, besides using available bandwidth to deliver work area updates, in some cases

traditional virtualization approaches use (and possibly waste) network resources to deliver

contents that were not explicitly requested by the user, but that are “only” needed to maintain

client-server graphics synchronization. In some cases, the above behavior can have a dramatic

impact on interaction delay, especially when low-bandwidth and/or high latency connections

are considered.

The Web OS-based virtualization approach discussed in this paper implicitly allows to cope

with the above limitations. In fact, in the devised solution, only necessary work area changes

are delivered through graphics updates. Thus, with respect to the above issues, aesthetics

GUI changes can be recreated directly on the client side, without any update transmission;

similarly, server-side changes due to overlapping do not have to be delivered to the client

viewer application; finally, dynamic changes to the interface are managed by computing and

transmitting the updated GUI description only the first time changes occur, whereas following

modifications can often refer to the previously available description. In this way, a significant

reduction of requested network traffic can be expected, with a consequent reduction of the

overall interaction latency.

In order to measure bandwidth saving and interaction speedup that can be possibly en-

sured by the considered architecture, several experimental tests were carried out by making

reference to the scenarios (a)–(d) of the above classification. With the aim of providing a

comprehensive evaluation, results obtained by the proposed Web OS-based virtualization ap-

proach were compared with those achieved in VNC and X Window oriented scenarios. In

particular, the Java-based TightVNC client [21] and the WeirdX X Window server [22] were

used; this choice allowed to carry out a fair analysis, since both the solutions are based on

the Web (that represents the actual focus of the proposed virtualization technique) and can

be configured to deliver graphics updates by exploiting comparable graphics encodings (as

discussed in Section 6).

8.1 Bandwidth usage

The evaluation of bandwidth usage was carried out by first comparing the proposed Web

OS-based virtualization approach with a VNC-oriented solution under Microsoft Windows.

In particular, for investigating scenario (a), the Calculator application was used to perform

some computations by exploiting the keyboard as input device (i.e., no change was introduced

in the application interface). To analyze scenario (b), the same computations were executed

by resorting only to GUI buttons. For scenario (c), the Blender application was remotely

controlled by solely interacting with menus and combo boxes. In particular, a number of

menus and combo boxes were opened, inspected, and closed consecutively, without selecting

any item; thus, interaction did not result into any visible change to the work area. Lastly,

scenario (d) was simulated by experimenting a more complex interaction based on the Word-

Pad application. In this case, menu-based interactions introduced heavy changes to both the

interface and the work area (e.g., due to dynamic updates associated with the menu-initiated
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Table 3. Bandwidth requirements for Web OS and VNC-based virtualization approaches in the

selected interaction scenarios.

Calculator Calculator Blender WordPad
(keyboard) (GUI)
Scenario (a) Scenario (b) Scenario (c) Scenario (d)
VNC Web VNC Web VNC Web VNC Web

OS OS OS OS

Virtual. area (width) 260 253 260 253 796 796 796 796
Virtual. area (height) 260 23 260 23 564 348 564 438

Graphics blocks 44 41 280 41 103 0 569 22
GUI descriptions 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 5

KB transm. (before int.) 16 18 16 18 28 72 40 39
KB transm. (during int.) 2 2 33 2 368 0 519 36

KB transm. (total) 18 20 49 20 396 72 559 75

“Save as...”, and “Find and Replace” operations)a.

Experiments above were carried out over a local network connection. The TightVNC

server was set up for virtualizing the whole application GUI, with a 100 ms update polling

cycle. Both the frameworks were configured for transmitting graphics changes using either

Jpeg or Tight encoding with maximum compression and best image quality. Average results

obtained in the above scenarios are illustrated in Table 3, where rows tabulate the size of the

application area being virtualized (width and height), the number of updated graphics blocks

(Jpeg/Tight) and GUI descriptions transmitted during the experiment, the amount of data

(in KBytes) delivered by the server before any interaction (corresponding to the transmission

of either the first image update or the GUI description), and the amount of data sent to the

virtualized application during interaction. Finally, the total amount of data exchanged in the

considered scenario is reported in the last row.

By analyzing Table 3, it can be observed that when interaction does not produce any

modification to the GUI, as in scenario (a), the amount of data exchanged with the VNC

and the Web OS approaches is almost comparable. However, it is worth considering that in

the VNC-based scenario, data exchange before interaction is due to the transmission of the

initial graphics representation of the application interface. On the other hand, in the Web OS

solution the byte count corresponds to the graphics delivery of the work area (whose reduced

size is 253× 23 pixels), of the interface description, and of the linked graphics resources.

In scenario (b), GUI manipulations result into both interface and work area updates.

Thus, the VNC-based implementation requires a significantly larger data exchange; moreover,

interaction results into a definitely higher number of graphics updates (related in some way to

the overall interaction latency, as discussed in Section 8.2). On the other hand, the designed

Web OS virtualization approach does not introduce any additional overhead with respect to

scenario (a).

Scenario (c) is characterized by many interactions strongly altering the aspect of the

application interface (because of the opening and closing menus periodically hiding both GUI

and work area). In this case, the transmission of the application description to the Web

OS application requires significantly more bandwidth than the delivery of the VNC startup

image. Nevertheless, with the Web OS approach, GUI interactions can be recreated locally

aVideos captured on the server-side during remote interaction are available on-line at the following address:
http://130.192.5.71:8080/webos/vnc/bandwidth/
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on the client side, without requiring any update transmission; on the other hand, with VNC,

each GUI update requires to deliver graphics information corresponding to a screen area than

can be significantly large and rich of contents. Thus, in the considered experiment, VNC

requires roughly five times more bandwidth than the Web OS approach.

Lastly, in scenario (d) visual changes that are mainly due to GUI dynamics updates are

considered. Data transmitted before starting the interaction are roughly the same. In fact,

despite the reduced size of the work area, in the Web OS scenario GUI description has to

be initially delivered; however, during interaction, the transmission of work area and GUI

description updates requires definitely fewer bandwidth. In fact, besides requiring reduced

network resources for handling work area updates, in this case the designed Web OS imple-

mentation benefits from the possibility of reusing previously transmitted GUI descriptions to

manage known interface changes (i.e., related to previously opened windows).

A similar analysis was then carried out by comparing the proposed virtualization approach

with a Java-based X Window framework under Linux. Scenarios (a) and (b) were evaluated

again by performing some computations with a calculator tool; in this case, the gcalctool

application of the Gnome environment was used. To analyze scenario (c), the Mozilla Firefox

application was considered; several menus and combo boxes were opened, inspected and

closed without altering the underlying work area. Finally, to evaluate scenario (d), the GIMP

graphics tool was selected and a number of interaction commands altering both the GUI and

the work area were issued. Specifically, during the interaction a recently saved 400×300 pixels

image was opened; then, the color balance tool was used to adjust the color distribution and

the “Save as...” menu item was activated to save the image over the original file; finally,

the image was scaled down to 300 × 225 pixels and saved again over the previous file (in

both cases, a window allowing to select the destination filename was opened, and a further

confirmation was requested to overwrite the existing file)b.

In order to perform a fair comparison, the same network configuration was used, and image

compression was disabled in both the frameworks. Moreover, data exchanges corresponding

to the opening of splash screen possibly displayed by some applications before startup (e.g.,

by gcalctool and GIMP) were discarded. Average results obtained in the considered scenarios

are reported in Table 4. For the X Window system, the number of graphics blocks corresponds

to the number of putImage requests issued by the X client and resulting in the transmission

of raw graphics data.

As with the VNC technique, when interaction effects do not involve the GUI, like in

scenario (a), bandwidth used by the X Window and Web OS virtualization approaches is

almost comparable; differences are due to the different mechanism used for creating (i.e.,

drawing or building, respectively) the application interface before interaction and by the

slightly different coding scheme and header information used for transmitting raw graphics

blocks.

However, in scenario (b) GUI drawing operations performed by the X Window system

result in a higher bandwidth usage, whereas the Web OS virtualization approach uses exactly

the same bandwidth of scenario (a). This is due to the fact that, even though X Window is

somehow aware of the separation between GUI and work area, it treats update operations in

bVideos captured on the server-side during remote interaction are available on-line at the following address:
http://130.192.5.71:8080/webos/x/bandwidth/
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Table 4. Bandwidth requirements for Web OS and X Window-based virtualization approaches in

the selected interaction scenarios

gcalctool gcalctool Firefox GIMP
(keyboard) (GUI)
Scenario (a) Scenario (b) Scenario (c) Scenario (d)
X Web X Web X Web X Web

OS OS OS OS

Virtual. area (width) 295 273 295 273 806 800 900 684
Virtual. area (height) 264 70 264 70 626 452 582 498

Graphics blocks 90 76 264 76 416 0 1174 118
GUI descriptions 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 5

KB transm. (before int.) 31 35 31 35 504 575 818 951
KB transm. (during int.) 232 239 404 239 849 0 2911 1479

KB transm. (total) 263 274 435 274 1353 575 3729 2430

a similar way, by transmitting suitable drawing primitives (in this case required to update

the work area and to handle aesthetics changes to the GUI).

The above behaviour is even more evident in scenario (c), where updates are solely related

to changes in GUI appearance. In this case, even though the interface drawing step in the X

Window system requires the exchange of a lower amount of data, during interaction the Web

OS virtualization approach does not require any significant data transfer. On the other hand,

in order to properly manage interaction, the X Window system results in the transmission of

a significantly higher number of graphics blocks.

In a scenario (d), a more graphics intensive application is considered. As it can be seen,

during interaction both the virtualization approaches exchange of a larger amount of data

with respect to previous scenarios. This is due to the fact that both the GUI and the work

area need to be refreshed several times. However, the Web OS virtualization approach results

in a lower bandwidth usage, as data used for constructing the various windows opened need to

be delivered only once, whereas with the X Window system drawing requests and associated

graphics blocks are sent by the X client at each iteration.

In summary, experimental tests showed that, in typical interaction scenarios where GUI

updates are not negligible, Web OS virtualization is capable of allowing for a saving of network

resources with respect to both VNC and X Window-based techniques, which could be possibly

associated with a reduction of the overall interaction latency.

8.2 Interaction latency

In the considered virtualization scenarios, the degree of interactivity with the virtualized appli-

cation is strongly affected by the latency experienced by the user during remote manipulation.

Latency can be described as the time required for updating client application interface and/or

work area(s) by either delivering graphics updates, or by locally recreating GUI modifications

using widgets available in the virtualization environment (possibly requesting updated GUI

descriptions). Depending on the particular virtualization strategy being considered, latency

can be influenced by different factors, including network capabilities and conditions, inter-

face size and complexity, interaction type, etc. In order to better analyze the contributions

of factors above, the designed Web OS-based framework was compared to the considered

virtualization solutions by evaluating performances in the selected reference scenarios under

different network conditions.
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Table 5. Mean interaction latency (in milliseconds) in Web OS and VNC-based virtualization
scenarios in a WLAN configuration

WLAN mean round-trip time (ms) 3
WLAN average bandwidth (Mbps) 3.5

VNC Web OS

Calculator No. of updates (work area/GUI) 1/0 1/0
Scenario (a) Update (work area): delay 11 13

Calculator No. of updates (work area/GUI) 1/2 1/0
Scenario (b) First update (button down): delay 9 -

Second update (work area): delay 165 167
Third update (button up): delay 186 -

Safari No. of updates (work area/GUI) 1/1 0/0
Scenario (c) First update (menu opened): KB transm. 1 0

First update (menu opened): delay 30 0
Second update (menu closed): KB transm. 44 0

Second update (menu closed): delay 72 0

Safari No. of updates (work area/GUI) 2/2 0/1
Scenario (d) Upd. interface description size - 18

Gen. of GUI desc. after dynamic upd.: delay - 2124
First update (window opened): KB transm. 103 0

First update (window opened): delay 265 2174
Second update (window closed): KB transm. 340 0

Second update (window closed): delay 792 0
First interaction: overall delay 1057 2174

Third update (window opened again): delay 265 17
Fourth update (window closed again): delay 792 0

Second interaction: overall delay 1057 17
Overall delay (both interactions) 2114 2191

In particular, the proposed virtualization method was first compared with the selected

Java-based VNC client under Microsoft Windows. For simulating scenario (a), the Calcu-

lator application was remotely controlled using both the Web OS-based framework and the

TightVNC Web client. Latency was measured during consecutive presses of the same numeric

key. Scenario (b) was analyzed by interacting again with the Calculator application; however,

in this case, one of the numeric buttons of the GUI was used. To experiment scenario (c), the

Safari application was selected; interaction was achieved by opening and closing the “File”

menu (thus occluding a portion of the work area). Finally, scenario (d) was simulated by per-

forming two times the following operation: selection of the “Open File...” menu item of the

Safari Web browser, and cancelation of the operation (by closing the newly opened window)c.

Average results obtained on WLAN and ADSL network connections for scenarios (a)–(d)

are reported in Tables 5 and 6, respectively. Depending on the scenario being considered,

results are tabulated on a different number of rows; in fact, for each scenario, relevant con-

tributions to the overall interaction latency are separately considered. It is worth observing

that interaction latency was measured once the virtualized application representation was

available at the client side (either through VNC-based graphics updates or GUI description

transmission).

¿From Tables 5 and 6 it can be easily observed that, in scenario (a), latency can be

regarded as the time passing between a given key press and the corresponding work area

cVideos captured on the server-side during remote interaction are available on-line at the following address:
http://130.192.5.71:8080/webos/vnc/latency/
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Table 6. Mean interaction latency (in milliseconds) in Web OS and VNC-based virtualization
scenarios in a ADSL configuration

ADSL mean round-trip time (ms) 58
ADSL average bandwidth (Mbps) 1.2

VNC Web OS

Calculator No. of updates (work area/GUI) 1/0 1/0
Scenario (a) Update (work area): delay 67 70

Calculator No. of updates (work area/GUI) 1/2 1/0
Scenario (b) First update (button down): delay 66 -

Second update (work area): delay 224 229
Third update (button up): delay 247 -

Safari No. of updates (work area/GUI) 1/1 0/0
Scenario (c) First update (menu opened): KB transm. 1 0

First update (menu opened): delay 95 0
Second update (menu closed): KB transm. 44 0

Second update (menu closed): delay 383 0

Safari No. of updates (work area/GUI) 2/2 0/1
Scenario (d) Upd. interface description size - 18

Gen. of GUI desc. after dynamic upd.: delay - 2124
First update (window opened): KB transm. 103 0

First update (window opened): delay 724 2327
Second update (window closed): KB transm. 340 0

Second update (window closed): delay 2293 0
First interaction: overall delay 3017 2327

Third update (window opened again): delay 724 79
Fourth update (window closed again): delay 2293 0

Second interaction: overall delay 3017 79
Overall delay (both interactions) 6034 2406

update in the client application. In this case, application GUI does not undergo any change,

and latency strongly depends on network round-trip time; this is due to the fact that work

area updates result in the transmission of an extremely limited amount of data (see Table

3), that can be easily managed by all the considered network connections. Slight differences

between the VNC technique and the Web OS-based approach can be due to the overhead

associated to event processing within the eyeOS framework, and to the increased complexity

of the server-side architecture (that is programmed to continuously check for dynamic changes

in the interface).

In scenario (b), where interaction is controlled by an interface button, the VNC-based

remote framework delivers changes corresponding to both work area and updated button

status (i.e., button highlighted, button down, and button up). On the other hand, Web OS

only manages changes affecting the work area. Thus, with the Web OS-based implementation

latency is slightly lower than with VNC, as interaction can be considered as concluded as

soon as expected work area update has been received (while in the VNC case, an additional

update is still requested in order to restore the original interface appearance).

Things are dramatically different when scenario (c) is considered: in this case, interaction

results in the transmission of two graphics updates, the first one corresponding to the newly

opened menu, and the second one corresponding to the restored graphics space previously

hidden by the menu. Given the fact that the first update require to transmit approximately

1 KB of data, latency in VNC is mainly related to network round-trip time. On the other

hand, the second update results in the transmission of 44 KB of data: in this case, latency
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is strongly influenced by the transmission delay, especially when a low bandwidth connection

is considered. By contrast, when considering the Web OS approach, it can be observed that

interface updates are completed managed by the local application, without introducing any

latency overhead.

Finally, in scenario (d) GUI dynamic updates are taken into account: in this case, inter-

action initially results in the opening of a new window. Thus, the Web OS approach requires

to analyze the GUI of the newly displayed interface; then, the generated description has to

be delivered to the client side. On a local network, these steps result in a higher latency

than with the VNC-based approach (where latency is determined by the transmission of a

graphics update of roughly one hundred KB). However, closing the window does not intro-

duce any latency in the Web OS scenario; on the other hand, the VNC-based solution is

characterized by a latency that is even higher than before, because the amount of data that

has to be delivered is significantly higher. In summary, when the aggregated latency for the

two interactions is considered (i.e., opening and closing of the window), starting from an

ADSL network connection the Web OS solution is capable of achieving better performances.

Moreover, the experimental test selected for scenario (d) also allowed to analyze Web OS per-

formances for repeated (non necessarily consecutive) interactions with the same GUI element,

which represent a common usage pattern. In this case, it can be easily observed that, with

the proposed approach, the latency experienced for the second interaction is almost close to

the round-trip time; this is due to the fact that previously available description is used, when

possible. On the other hand, VNC does not distinguish between repeated interactions on the

same interface element, and retransmits both graphics updates (thus introducing the same

latency experienced in the first interaction).

Experiments on interaction latency were then repeated by comparing the Web OS and the

X Window-based virtualization approaches. In order to obtain data to be possibly compared

with results obtained using VNC virtualization, scenarios similar to those exploited in the

previous analysis were considered; nonetheless, given the fact that the use of X-Window

virtualization is limited, on the server side, to Unix-like environments, other applications

running under a different operating system were used. In particular, for scenarios (a) and

(b), the Calculator tool was replaced by the Gnome gcalctool application, and the same tests

performed with VNC were carried out. To experiment scenarios (c) and (d), a more graphics

intensive application was used. Specifically, in scenario (c) the GIMP application was run, and

interaction latency was measured during the opening and closing of a menu, as well as during

a scroll operation on the patterns window. Finally, to evaluate scenario (d) a 400 × 300

pixels image was loaded in the GIMP application, and the toolbox window for controlling

brightness and contrast was opened and closed, at first; then, the window was opened again

and an existing preset was selected from a list of previously used ones; finally, selected preset

was applied to the opened image thus varying its brightnessd.

Average results experienced in the above scenarios on WLAN and ADSL network con-

nections are illustrated in Tables 7 and 8, respectively. As in Tables 5 and 6, the various

scenarios are analyzed by resorting to a variable number of rows, in order to precisely identify

the aspects determining the overall delay. With respect to the previous analysis, specific indi-

dVideos captured on the server-side during remote interaction are available on-line at the following address:
http://130.192.5.71:8080/webos/x/latency/
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Table 7. Mean interaction latency (in milliseconds) in Web OS and X Window-based virtualization
scenarios in a WLAN configuration

WLAN mean round-trip time (ms) 3
WLAN average bandwidth (Mbps) 3.5

X Web OS

gcalctool No. of updates (work area/GUI) 1/0 1/0
Scenario (a) Update (work area): delay 12 15

gcalctool No. of updates (work area/GUI) 1/2 1/0
Scenario (b) First update (button down): delay 80 -

Second update (work area): delay 158 182
Third update (button up): delay 195 -

GIMP No. of updates (work area/GUI) 0/2 0/0
Scenario (c) First update (menu opened): KB tr./KB graph. bl. 102/84 0/0

First upd. (menu opened): prim./graph. bl. 756/112 -/0
First upd. (menu opened): delay 336 0/-

Third update (scrolling): KB tr./KB graph. bl. 263/244 0/0
Third upd. (scrolling): prim./graph. bl. 430/86 -/0

Third upd. (scrolling): delay 276 0

GIMP No. of updates (work area/GUI) 1/4 1/1
Scenario (d) Upd. interface description size - 75

Gen. of GUI desc. after dynamic upd.: delay - 1185
First update (win. opened): KB tr./KB graph. bl. 119/78 0/0

First upd. (win. opened): prim./graph. bl. 921/65 -/0
First upd. (win. opened): delay 422 1220

Second update (win. closed): KB tr./KB graph. bl. 23/12 0/0
Second upd. (win. closed): prim./graph. bl. 143/7 -/0

Second upd. (win. closed): delay 68 0
First interaction: overall delay 490 1220

Third update (win. opened): KB tr./KB graph. bl. 119/78 0/0
Third upd. (win. opened): prim./graph. bl. 921/65 -/0

Third upd. (win. opened): delay 422 12
Fourth update (list op.): KB tr./KB graph. bl. 44/23 0/0

Fourth upd. (list op.): prim./graph. bl. 450/26 -/0
Fourth upd. (list op.): delay 191 0

Second interaction: overall delay 613 12
Fifth update (selection): KB tr./KB graph. bl. 15/8 0/0

Fifth upd. (selection): prim./graph. bl. 347/24 -/0
Fifth upd. (selection): delay 141 0

Sixth update (apply preset): KB tr./KB graph. bl. 523/489 503/503
Sixth upd. (apply preset): prim./graph. bl. 998/47 -/26

Sixth upd. (apply preset): delay 599 238
Third interaction: overall delay 740 238

Overall delay (all the interactions) 1843 1470

cations concerning the number of drawing primitives (and graphics blocks) transferred on the

network during interaction, as well as the amount of KBytes corresponding to image-based

graphics updates (with respect to the overall network load) have been added, as they have

a strong influence on the overall interaction latency and allow to point out distinguishing

features of the proposed approach with respect to X Window-based techniques.

As expected, results obtained with the Java-based X Window server in scenario (a) are

almost comparable to that achieved with the Web OS-based virtualization approach (and

VNC, as well), as in this case only (small) work area updates are transmitted with a compa-

rable coding scheme. The slightly higher latency with respect to VNC is due to the fact that

uncompressed data corresponding to a larger interaction area are transmitted, in this case.
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As already experienced with the VNC, in scenario (b) the proposed Web OS-based ap-

proach achieves better performances with respect to the X Window system. This is due to

the fact that, similarly to the VNC, the X Window system is not able to locally cope with

graphics changes affecting the GUI. In fact, in order to properly manage the interaction, it

is required to transmit graphics primitives to both handle work area and button redrawing,

whereas the Web OS virtualization approach only has to deal with work area updating.

In scenario (c), the interaction with the X Window system results in the transmission of

three updates, basically needed to draw the opened/closed menu and the scrolled patterns

window area. However, it is worth observing that, differently than with the VNC virtualiza-

tion approach, in order to manage the menu closing, the X Window system does not require

any significant data transfer (hence, rows regarding this step are omitted). As it can be seen

from Tables 7 and 8, with X Window the interaction latency is related to the number and

type of the particular drawing primitives transmitted from the X client to the X server, as

well as to the bandwidth and round-trip time in the selected network configuration. On the

contrary, with the proposed Web OS virtualization approach, all the updates are handled

locally, without introducing any interaction latency.

Lastly, in scenario (d) three macro-interactions can be identified. During the first interac-

tion, a new window is opened and closed. The opening of the new window requires the Web

OS virtualization framework to analyze its new GUI and to transmit a newly generated inter-

face description. For this interaction, the above step makes the Web OS based solution slower

than the X Window virtualization approach. However, during the second macro-interaction,

the window is opened again and its widgets are manipulated. In this case, the delay intro-

duced by the Web OS virtualization approach roughly corresponds to the round-trip time

as the previously transmitted GUI description is used; moreover, the opening of the combo

box containing presets is handled without any interaction with the remote side (as presets

information had been already transmitted with the window description). Thus, in the pro-

posed approach, the second interaction is carried out with a negligible latency overhead. On

the other hand, the X Window system transmits both the graphics primitives required to

manage the drawing of the window area as well as of the presets list; in this case, a latency

that is even higher than the one experienced in the first interaction is introduced. Finally, in

the third macro-interaction both the GUI and the work area need to be updated (a preset

is selected and applied to the image). Both the virtualization approaches need to transmit

a significant amount of data corresponding to raw image updates used to refresh the work

area. However, the high number of primitives sent by the X client makes the X Window sys-

tem significantly slower than the proposed approach (this behavior is also due to the larger

amount of data exchanged in the uplink direction to maintain synchronization). When the

overall delay corresponding to the three interactions is considered, it can be observed that the

proposed approach allows achieving a lower interaction latency in both the network scenarios

considered (with a more evident speedup on the lower-bandwidth asymmetric ADSL link with

higher round-trip times).

In summary, experimental tests demonstrated that in almost all the considered scenarios,

the Web OS virtualization approach is capable of reducing the overall interaction latency,

thus possibly improving remote application usability and interactivity.
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Table 8. Mean interaction latency (in milliseconds) in Web OS and X Window-based virtualization
scenarios in a ADSL configuration

ADSL mean round-trip time (ms) 58
ADSL average bandwidth (Mbps) 1.2

X Web OS

gcalctool No. of updates (work area/GUI) 1/0 1/0
Scenario (a) Update (work area): delay 78 83

gcalctool No. of updates (work area/GUI) 1/2 1/0
Scenario (b) First update (button down): delay 80 -

Second update (work area): delay 237 245
Third update (button up): delay 305 -

GIMP No. of updates (work area/GUI) 0/2 0/0
Scenario (c) First update (menu opened): KB tr./KB graph. bl. 102/84 0/0

First upd. (menu opened): prim./graph. bl. 756/112 -/0
First upd. (menu opened): delay 778 0/-

Third update (scrolling): KB tr./KB graph. bl. 263/244 0/0
Third upd. (scrolling): prim./graph. bl. 430/86 -/0

Third upd. (scrolling): delay 699 0

GIMP No. of updates (work area/GUI) 1/4 1/1
Scenario (d) Upd. interface description size - 75

Gen. of GUI desc. after dynamic upd.: delay - 1185
First update (win. opened): KB tr./KB graph. bl. 119/78 0/0

First upd. (win. opened): prim./graph. bl. 921/65 -/0
First upd. (win. opened): delay 1005 1289

Second update (win. closed): KB tr./KB graph. bl. 23/12 0/0
Second upd. (win. closed): prim./graph. bl. 143/7 -/0

Second upd. (win. closed): delay 156 0
First interaction: overall delay 1161 1289

Third update (win. opened): KB tr./KB graph. bl. 119/78 0/0
Third upd. (win. opened): prim./graph. bl. 921/65 -/0

Third upd. (win. opened): delay 1005 73
Fourth update (list op.): KB tr./KB graph. bl. 44/23 0/0

Fourth upd. (list op.): prim./graph. bl. 450/26 -/0
Fourth upd. (list op.): delay 478 0

Second interaction: overall delay 1483 73
Fifth update (selection): KB tr./KB graph. bl. 15/8 0/0

Fifth upd. (selection): prim./graph. bl. 347/24 -/0
Fifth upd. (selection): delay 317 0

Sixth update (apply preset): KB tr./KB graph. bl. 523/489 503/503
Sixth upd. (apply preset): prim./graph. bl. 998/47 -/26

Sixth upd. (apply preset): delay 1424 698
Third interaction: overall delay 1741 698

Overall delay (all the interactions) 4385 2060

9 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, a strategy aimed at transforming emerging Web OS architectures into complete

desktop replacement solutions is presented. This strategy relies on an alternative virtual-

ization paradigm, that exploits operating system-independent image processing techniques

to extract a structured description of a generic application’s graphics interface running on a

remote desktop machine (possibly hosted by some hardware and/or software provider), which

is later recreated within the Web OS environment.

By mixing remote computing solutions with Web-related technologies, the proposed ap-

proach is characterized by a high portability with respect to both client and server platforms,

and allows to transparently reuse existing software in Web-based contexts without any local
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installation or code re-writing. The designed architecture has the additional advantage that

virtualized copies of applications can be tailored to user needs as well as to virtualization

device characteristics, still preserving the same look and feel of applications natively available

within the particular Web OS environment. Lastly, experimental results showed that, with

respect to traditional virtualization solutions, the designed approach could give significant

performance improvements in terms on both network bandwidth usage and interaction la-

tency. In this way, the original application set of today’s Web OSs can be effectively enriched,

by providing users with a portable local-like interaction with applications they are accustomed

to use on their traditional desktops.

Future work will be aimed at further investigating the interface analysis stage, by mixing

data obtained by the promising image processing-based techniques considered in the current

study with information that could be gathered from accessibility/automation-aware applica-

tions. This could allow to improve interface description accuracy and completeness, hence

contributing at further extending the applicability of the designed approach. Moreover, the

possibility to re-build customized interfaces at the client side could also affect and improve

the usability of remote applications. For instance, new GUI structures could be created to

enable the usage of complex applications on devices with limited visualization capabilities;

in the same way, new interaction paradigms could replace “conventional” human-machine

interaction ways. A well structured set of tests and a deep analysis of users feedback will be

necessary to evaluate the impact of the proposed methodology on application usability.
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